The 2019 ISHPES Congress takes place in the city of Madrid, the capital of Spain. The Universidad Europea de Madrid with the Campus of Villaviciosa de Odón will be the host University and Venue for the 2019 Congress.

Subtopics

- Sports, physical cultures, any physical education in time and space
- “Sport for all” on various continents, in various regions and nations
- Aspects of integration, inclusion and segregation in sports and physical cultures (including disability and sports)
- Sports, movement, and health around the world
- Olympic history
- Historical approaches to mega events in sports
- Gender diversity in various physical cultures
- Religious impacts on global sports
- Sports, industrialization, technology, and social diversity (including workers’ sports)
- Open papers

Guidelines for abstract submissions

The official language of the congress is English. Papers can only be presented by ISHPES members. A person can only present one paper as first author.

We kindly invite you to subscribe as a member in the following link in order to present your paper:

http://www.ishpes.org

Abstract submission is exclusively via program@ishpes.org

Abstract Submission

- Abstract submission closing: February 15th, 2019
- Authors to be notified: March 15th, 2019

Individual Papers

An individual submission consists of a 20-minute oral presentation, followed by a discussion.

Include the following points in your submission:

- Name of the author(s), your institutional affiliation and position, your office mobile, phone numbers, and email addresses.

- The paper’s title followed by a 350 words (maximum) abstract of the proposed paper. The abstract should include the question(s) addressed in the paper, the evidence to be used, a precise statement of the argument and conclusions, and what significance the paper has to our understanding of sports history. You do not need any keywords.

- Please specify also to which subthemes your abstract is related, this helps adding it to a session with similar papers
Guidelines for a thematic session

A thematic session includes three papers relating to one topic.
Abstract submission is exclusively via email. Please submit full thematic session to program@ishpes.org
The submission must include:

- An abstract describing the session
- Name of the author(s), your institutional affiliation and position, your office and mobile phone numbers, and email addresses for the session organizer/moderator
- The title and abstract for each paper

Accommodation in Madrid

Special rates have been negotiated for ISHPES 2019 congress participants. There will be a daily Shuttle Service in the mornings from our partners Hotels to Universidad Europea and the same to return at the afternoon, double and single room available with breakfast included. You can book your room in www.ishpes.org

How to get to the Universidad Europea if you don’t use the shuttle

The access to the Villaviciosa de Odón Campus is straightforward, with regular bus routes:
- From Príncipe Pío: Line 518 Príncipe Pío–Villaviciosa de Odón
- From Móstoles: Line 519 Móstoles – Villaviciosa de Odón
- From Alcorcón: Line 510 Alcorcón – Villaviciosa de Odón

Center of Madrid

The capital is connected by air to the main European and American cities, and by road and train to all Spanish cities. The official name of Madrid airport is Adolfo Suárez Madrid–Barajas airport. It has 4 Terminals at different distances from the city centre and is located 15 minutes by light train from the city centre and the two main train stations, Atocha and Chamartín, are situated on both ends of the Castellana. There is also a large taxi fleet, who’s prices are also very reasonable. The journey from Barajas airport to the city centre comes to around 30 euros by taxi, depending of the area you are staying.

To plan your trip to Madrid, you can visit: www.esmadrid.com
To check on airlines and flight information, you can visit: www.aena.es

Public Transportation during the Congress

One of the most popular options to go from Madrid airport to the centre is by metro.

8 Line (the pink one) connects, in approximately 15 minutes, all the terminals of the airport with the “Nuevos Ministerios” station in the center of Madrid.

There are two metro stations that connect Barajas airport with the city: Terminals T1-T2-T3 station and Terminal T4 station.
Actually there is the option to get the Tarjeta Multi, a contactless, transferable smartcard that is valid for 10 years and which is free when you purchase the 1,2, 3, 5 or 7-day Tourist Travel Pass. It allows you to use all types of public transport in the Region of Madrid.

If you do not wish to acquire a Tourist Travel Pass, you can buy the Tarjeta Multi (2.5€) and simply top it up with pay-per-ride tickets.
2016 Giglia Gori Junior Scholar Award

Is awarded for an unpublished essay of outstanding quality in the field of sport history. Eligible scholars must be a member of ISHPES and a registered student (undergraduate or graduate) at the time of the Seminar or within one year of receiving a having graduated from a program of higher education. The essay must be submitted in ENGLISH and the text itself (including notes and bibliography) must not exceed 8,000 words. The main criteria for selection will be based on originality, the scientific quality of the research and the value of the study from the perspective of international sport history.

The award winner will receive the 1000 € prize, free registration at the Congress or Seminar and a year's membership to ISHPES. His/her paper will be published in The International Journal of the History of Sport and the winner, together with any other entrant whose work is recognized by the committee for its quality, will receive a diploma that will be presented during the Congress.

Essays must be submitted to Gigliola Gori, Chair of the Awards Committee, by email no later than February 15th, 2019. The award will be presented at the 2019 ISHPES Congress.

Gerd Von Der Lippe Junior Scholar Fund

Graduate students presenting papers at the ISHPES Congress are eligible to apply for a travel grant from the Gerd von der Lippe Junior Scholar Fund. The money will be divided among the applicants to help defray the costs of travel and accommodation at the conference. Exact amounts of the financial support will vary. A graduate student requesting travel funds must make a request for a Gerd von der Lippe Junior Scholar Fund grant at the same time as the abstract submission. Applications should consist of a concise letter from the prospective participant requesting a grant from the Gerd von der Lippe Junior Scholar Fund, sent to Dr. Sandra Heck, ISHPES General Secretary, at info@ishpes.org. Requirements: 1) Be a current ISHPES member 2) Include applicant’s academic affiliation 3) Include the name and email address of applicant’s graduate program advisor. Funding requests will have no bearing on the scientific committee’s decisions on panels, but funds will be awarded unless the applicant’s paper is accepted by the scientific committee in a separate decision. All recipients not must register for the ISHPES conference in advance. This financial support will be disbursed to recipients by the ISHPES General Secretary at the conference. The winner of the Gigliola Gori Junior Scholar Award is not eligible for financial support from the Gerd von der Lippe Junior Scholar Fund.

Routledge Junior Scholar Presentation Award

Graduate students who present papers at the ISHPES Congress are eligible for the Routledge Junior Scholar Presentation Award. The Junior Scholar(s) who deliver the best paper presentations will be recognized at the end of the ISHPES Congress and will receive £75 (seventy-five pounds only) worth of books of their choice from Routledge. Routledge Junior Scholar Presentation Award winners will be selected based on the following criteria: a) Paper topic contributes to the field b) Presenter develops the topic well (organized, clear and concise) c) Presenter’s vocal presentation is audible and engaging d) Presenter’s PowerPoint slides are well designed (readable fonts, good balance of graphics and text) e) Presenter handles audience questions/comments well (demonstrated greater depth of topic, discussion enhanced conference participants’ understanding of the topic).

Scientific Committee

Chair: Annette R. Hofmann (Ludwigsburg University of Education, Germany)
Francois Cleophas (Stellenbosch University, South Africa)
Gerald Gems (North Central College, United States)
Keiko Kikeda (Hokkaido University, Japan)
Malcolm Maclean (University of Gloucestershire, Great Britain)
Patricia Vertinsky (University of British Columbia, Canada)
Pierre-Olaf Schut (University Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée, France)
Russell Field (University of Manitoba, Canada)
Teresa González Aja (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain)
Tomaz Pavlin (University of Ljubljan, Slovenia)